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WordPress MU 2.8: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
WordPress MU enables you to build a complete, professional blog network. Each user gets their own blog, and can choose their favorite templates and plug-ins, and develop their own content. WordPress MU powers some of the largest blog networks in the world, including the mighty WordPress.com - home to thousands of bloggers.

This book will...
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Aspects of Automatic Text Analysis (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
The significance of natural language texts as the prime information structure for the management and dissemination of knowledge is - as the rise of the web shows - still increasing. Making relevant texts available in different contexts is of primary importance for efficient task completion in academic and industrial settings. Meeting this demand...
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Milton's Angels: The Early-Modern ImaginationOxford University Press, 2010

	Milton's Paradise Lost, the most eloquent, most intellectually daring, most learned, and most sublime poem in the English language, is a poem about angels. It is told by and of angels; it relies upon their conflicts, communications, and miscommunications. They are the creatures of Milton's narrative, through which he sets the...
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Data Mining on Multimedia Data (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003

	The increasing use of computer technology in many areas of economic, scientific, and social life is resulting in large collections of digital data. The amount of data which is created on and stored in computers is growing from day to day. Electronic database facilities are common everywhere and can now be considered a standard technology....
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Intelligent Open Learning Systems: Concepts, Models and Algorithms (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the...
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Managing the Dynamics of New Product Development Processes: A New Product Lifecycle Management ParadigmSpringer, 2011

	In contemporary globally competitive markets, the development of new products
	is considered a critical success factor for organizations. Significant efforts have
	been invested in the development of methods and tools for improving the management
	of design processes, being a key element in development processes,
	especially those related...
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Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of ChangeCRC Press, 2007

	As rising levels of mercury in the environment pose an increasing threat of toxicity to humans and wildlife, several laws already call for industries to reduce mercury emissions at the source. Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of Change outlines the infrastructure and methods needed to measure, monitor, and regulate the...
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Oracle SOA Infrastructure Implementation Certification Handbook (1Z0-451)Packt Publishing, 2012


	Certification is the first big step towards getting yourself recognized in the extremely large developer community. It demonstrates that you have a working knowledge, and gives you an edge in the market space and employment space. It helps you to get a better salary through promotions or increments in a few cases.
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Working with Microsoft Office 365: Running Your Small Business in the CloudMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		Take control of your small business communication and increase your productivity—with Microsoft Office 365 cloud services. Through extensive walkthroughs, easy-to-follow procedures, and real-world tips, you’ll learn how to implement Office 365 for professionals and small businesses—without having to be an IT expert....
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Learn GameSalad for iOS: Game Development for iPhone, iPad, and HTML5 (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012


	In 2007, Apple revolutionized our way of living by introducing the iPhone, but most important

	was the birth of iOS. Today, iOS is used in the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Via the App Store, a

	new business model has emerged that offers more than 500,000 applications and games,

	resulting in 25 billion downloads. This new business...
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Architecting Composite Applications and Services with TIBCO (TIBCO Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

		The architecture series from TIBCO® Press comprises a coordinated set of titles for software architects and developers, showing how to combine TIBCO components to design and build real-world solutions. TIBCO’s product suite comprises components with functionality ranging from messaging through services, service...
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iOS 6 Programming CookbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The long-awaited iOS 6 SDK (Software Development Kit) is finally out, and we need
	
		to learn about all the great features that this release offers us. Apple did a great job
	
		adding new features to the SDK and, of course, to iOS itself. iOS 6 is much more stable
	
		than the previous versions of iOS, as you would expect....
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